


ABSTRACT

Mobile Access and Network Coding in
Diverse-Band Wireless Networks: Design and Evaluation

by

Anastasios Giannoulis

Wireless networks increasingly utilize diverse spectral bands, which exhibit vast

differences in link signal strength, transmission range, bandwidth and available air-

time. While tremendous efforts have been devoted to enable efficient mobile ac-

cess of single-band networks and increase their throughput, e.g., via network coding,

single-band designs are unfortunately oblivious to the diversity and abundance of

spectral bands. In this thesis, I design and evaluate schemes for mobile access and

throughput increase via network coding in diverse-band networks, i.e., networks op-

erating in multiple diverse bands.

Specifically, I introduce the first scheme designed for mobile clients to evaluate

and select both APs and bands in diverse-band networks. The fundamental problem

is that the potentially vast number of spectrum and AP options may render scanning

prohibitive. Thus, my key technique is for clients to infer the critical metrics of

link signal strength and available airtime for their current location and bands using

limited measurements collected in other bands and at other locations. I evaluate my
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scheme via experiments and emulations enabled by a four-band testbed that I deploy.

A key finding is that under a diverse set of operating conditions, mobile clients can

accurately predict their performance without a direct measurement at their current

location and spectral bands.

Moreover, I introduce the first band selection schemes designed for diverse-band

networks exploiting overheard packets to enable network coding. The main problem

is that band selections in such networks are challenged by conflicting factors affecting

throughput: while the number of overhearing nodes generally increases with decreas-

ing frequency, channel width and spatial reuse unfortunately decrease. Thus, the

key technique of my proposed schemes is to jointly incorporate coding gains, channel

width and spatial reuse in band selections. I evaluate these schemes via simulations

driving their physical-layer model by measurements collected using the four-band

testbed. A key finding is that the proposed schemes can attain higher throughput

than coding-oblivious band selection, as they transmit more packets in bands enabling

coding opportunities.

My work has two crucial implications. First, it can significantly improve through-

put performance in networks that can be enabled by today’s unlicensed spectrum and

the billion-dollar industry of white-space networking. Second, I anticipate that this

thesis will highly impact future research, as I open new research areas in a domain

that has attracted tremendous commercial and research interest.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Bandwidth demands constantly increase, as for example mobile traffic is projected

to increase 10 times in the next four years [1]. In an effort to satisfy these increasing

demands, more and more spectral bands become available for unlicensed access. Such

bands range from 512 MHz (DTV white spaces) to 5.845 GHz and are diverse, as

they exhibit vast differences in link signal strength, transmission range, bandwidth

and available airtime. Joint use of multiple bands enables diverse-band networks

and provides flexibility in coverage provisioning, capacity planning and interference

management.

At the same time, tremendous efforts have been devoted to enhancing the through-

put performance of mobile and static nodes in single-band networks. For instance,

single-band networks can attain a multi-fold throughput increase via network-coding

schemes that exploit packet overhearing (see, e.g., [2], [3]). Unfortunately, such single-

band solutions are oblivious to two key characteristics of diverse-band networks: di-

versity and abundance of spectrum. In this thesis, I show that these characteristics

introduce novel challenges in the critical problems of mobile access and throughput

increase using network coding; moreover, I show that single-band solutions to these

problems can yield severely poor throughput performance in diverse-band networks.
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Therefore, in this thesis I present and evaluate novel schemes for mobile access and

throughput increase using network coding, schemes that are designed for diverse-band

wireless networks.

Mobile Access of Diverse-Band Networks

Mobile access of diverse-band networks introduces two key challenges. First,

timely and efficient evaluation of association options, i.e., AP-channel pairs, is chal-

lenged by the number of options, which is significantly higher than in single-band

networks. Second, these association options may result in significant differences in

client performance. For example, links operating in lower frequencies may offer higher

signal strength and lesser handoff rate (due to reduced attenuation and increased cov-

erage). However, such links are also subject to increased interference due to greater

transmission ranges. Thus, mobile clients must account for multiple conflicting fac-

tors in selecting the association option that best meets their individual performance

objectives.

Unfortunately, prior work does not address evaluation and selection of association

options by mobile clients of diverse-band networks; in addition, it yields shortcomings

when applied in this context. Specifically, prior work can be classified into three

categories: (i) Fixed band prioritization is a simple mechanism for mobile clients to

select between independent networks operating in dissimilar bands (e.g., smart-phone
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preference of WLAN to 3G; see also [4]). However, it does not account for the spatial,

spectral and temporal variations in usage and link signal strength. (ii) Scanning

dynamically prioritizes association options, e.g., in single-band scenarios spanning

WLAN [5] to vehicular WiFi [6]. Unfortunately, scanning either sacrifices airtime

that increases with the number of bands or, when additional radios are employed for

scanning, increases the power consumption of the energy-constrained mobile clients.

(iii) Analysis of historical data can also be used to dynamically prioritize association

options in mobile access of single-band networks [7] and non-mobile access of multi-

band networks [8]. Unfortunately, [7, 8] require measurements at all frequencies and

locations, which is prohibitive in diverse-band networks.

Network-Coding in Diverse-Band Networks

Increasing throughput via network coding that exploits packet overhearing intro-

duces a novel challenge in diverse-band networks, as band selections are challenged by

conflicting factors affecting throughput. Specifically, network-coding gains strongly

depend on the number of overhearing nodes, which number generally decreases with

frequency, as so does the transmission range. On the other hand, spatial reuse and

bandwidth generally increase with frequency. For example, UHF channels are 6 MHz

wide, while channel widths in the 2.4 and 5 GHz bands span 20, 22 or 40 MHz.

Unfortunately, prior work does not address band selection in diverse-band net-
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works employing overhearing-based network coding. Moreover, applying existing

schemes in such networks does not necessarily yield the highest throughput. These

schemes can be classified to: (i) Spectrum access in diverse-spectrum networks that

do not employ network coding (e.g., [8], [9]). Such spectrum-access methods are obliv-

ious to network-coding gains. (ii) Network coding in single-band networks (e.g., [2],

[3], [10]). Unfortunately, such schemes do not address spectrum access in general

and band selection specifically. A straw-man proposal is to transmit uncoded packets

at the lowest-frequency band, in an effort to enable the highest number of overhear-

ing nodes and the highest coding gains; however, such an approach under-utilizes

bandwidth.

1.1 Summary of Thesis Contributions

To address the two abovementioned problems, in this thesis I present the following

contributions.

Mobile-Access Design for Diverse-Band Networks: I propose the first scheme

designed for evaluation and selection of association options by mobile clients of

diverse-band networks. In contrast to prior work, in my scheme clients dynami-

cally prioritize their association options without exclusively employing scanning or

historical data to evaluate these options. My key technique is a method for mobile

clients to infer link signal strength and spectral usage at their current location without
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having taken a current measurement there. Clients first employ limited-rate scanning

to measure the spectral usage and the signal strength of their links to APs in as few

as two different bands at limited locations. Then, my scheme couples the collected

measurements with coarse-grained propagation models to infer link signal strength in

alternate bands and locations than those measured, and infers the usage of a channel

by calculating a weighted average of its measured usage at locations of prior visits.

Deployment of Four-Band Testbed: In order to evaluate my scheme using ex-

periments and emulations, I deploy a diverse-band testbed. This testbed provides

access to the 700 MHz, 900 MHz, 2.4 and 5 GHz bands, which span a spectral range

of 5.085 GHz. To the best of my knowledge, this range is the widest to be spanned

to date by a single operational access network.

Evaluation of Mobile-Access Design via Experiments and Emulations: I eval-

uate my mobile-access design using the deployed diverse-band testbed in both outdoor

and indoor environments, under vehicular and pedestrian speeds respectively. I first

assess the accuracy of the signal-strength inference methods under a diverse set of

conditions, in both indoor and outdoor environments. Moreover, I assess the accuracy

of the spectral-usage inference method in both indoor and urban networks with real

users. Next, I show that despite the imperfect inferences and selections of my scheme,

it nonetheless attains significant throughput gains over scanning, which gains exceed
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100% in networks with more than 16 channels, by substituting most scanning time

with transmissions. Finally, compared to the common, near-zero-overhead practice of

fixed band prioritization, my scheme enables net throughput gains of 125% including

overhead when 11-Mbps traffic is injected at the most preferred band of fixed prioriti-

zation, and 25% under no injected traffic if this band is not the lowest-frequency band.

Band-Selection Design for Throughput Maximization: Moreover, I devise a

centralized band-selection scheme, which maximizes end-to-end flow throughputs in

scheduled-access diverse-band networks that employ overhearing-based network cod-

ing. My key technique is two-fold. First, I introduce the notion of a coding pattern for

diverse-band networks. Such patterns express coding opportunities enabled by over-

hearing and specify the bands and flows of packets arriving at an encoding node, as

well as the band of their encodement. Second, I formulate a novel optimization prob-

lem that employs all feasible coding patterns to analytically associate band selections

with network-coding gains. End-to-end flow throughputs are maximized by solving

this optimization problem, which drives band selections not only by network-coding

gains but also by channel width and spatial reuse.

Band-Selection Design for Practicality: In addition, I also devise a more prac-

tical band-selection scheme that is distributed and applicable to both scheduled- and

random-access diverse-band networks. Its key technique is for nodes to drive band
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selections by channel widths and coding-gain predictions, as nodes may not be able

to directly coordinate with all nodes participating in a coding pattern and guarantee

packet encodement. To enable such predictions, one-hop neighbors exchange con-

trol information reactively to topological changes; specifically, they exchange their

per-band list of neighbors, which can overhear their packets, as well as the coding

patterns that they can enable as encoders.

Evaluation of Band Selection Schemes: I compare my proposed band-selection

schemes with two benchmarks: (i) band selection that is oblivious to network-coding

gains, and (ii) lowest-frequency band selection, for maximization of coding gains.

My evaluation employs simulations driving their physical-layer representation by mea-

surements collected with the deployed testbed, in its four bands. I first find that

the coding gains of the lowest-frequency benchmark do not compensate for its spec-

tral underutilization; specifically, both my centralized and distributed schemes yield

multi-fold throughput gains over this benchmark, due to their exploitation of multi-

band spectrum. Moreover, I find that my schemes can outperform coding-oblivious

band selection in terms of throughput, due to their more frequent transmission of

uncoded packets in bands enabling coding opportunities; specifically, the throughput

gains averaged in 15 randomly generated arbitrary topologies of nodes moving slower

than 4 m/s exceed 20%, under typical fading values for both indoor and outdoor
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environments (e.g., 2 and 5 dBm respectively).

1.2 Thesis Overview

The thesis proceeds as follows. Chapter 2 provides background information on

diverse-band networks and overhearing-based network coding. In Chapter 3, I present

the first scheme designed for evaluation and selection of both APs and spectral bands

by mobile clients of diverse-band networks. Moreover, I further describe the diverse-

band testbed that I deploy and present my scheme’s evaluation via experiments and

emulations. In Chapter 4, I present the first band selection schemes designed for

diverse-band networks employing overhearing-based network coding. This chapter

also presents the evaluation of these schemes via simulations employing path-loss

exponent values measured with the deployed testbed, in its four bands. In Chapter 5,

related work is discussed on both topics addressed in this thesis. Finally, in Chapter 6,

I conclude by summarizing my thesis and discussing the resulting implications and

future directions.



Chapter 2

Background

In this chapter, I provide background on diverse-band wireless networks and

overhearing-based network coding.

2.1 Diverse-Band Wireless Networks

Communication regulations specify the division of spectrum to bands, i.e., con-

tiguous frequency ranges dedicated to specific communication technologies and appli-

cations [11]. In order to separate transmissions in the frequency domain and combat

frequency-selective fading, bands are further divided to channels, i.e., contiguous

frequency ranges that can be used by a transmission; such ranges are specified by

center-frequency and channel-width values allowed for their band.

Signals transmitted at lower-frequency channels propagate farther, attenuate less

from obstacle penetration and are subject to less intense multi-path fading, resulting

in higher signal to noise ratio (SNR) and lower bit error rate (BER) [12]. For example,

signal strength P is widely considered to be inversely proportional to the square of

frequency f :

P ∼
1

f 2
, (2.1)

a relationship that has been verified for frequencies ranging from 450 MHz to 100 GHz,

in both indoor and outdoor environments [12, 13, 14]. As Eq. (2.1) indicates, the
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difference in the signal strength offered by two center frequencies f0, f0+∆f increases

with the frequency separation ∆f and decreases with the frequency offset f0.

Unfortunately, the superior physical-layer characteristics of lower-frequency chan-

nels may come at the cost of higher contention at the MAC layer due to increased

interference ranges. At the same time, bands also exhibit dissimilarities in their

number of users and therefore in their available airtime.

I define diverse-band wireless networks as those using multiple bands that exhibit

dissimilarities in their propagation characteristics (such as link signal strength, trans-

mission and interference range), channel width and available airtime. Diverse-band

nodes can be realized either with multiple single-band radios or agile radios that can

operate in multi-band spectrum. For instance, there exist tri-band chipsets operat-

ing in the 2.4, 5 and 60 GHz bands [15], as well as cognitive radios operating from

100 MHz to 7.5 GHz [16].

Diverse-band networks are not only enabled by today’s specification of band

ranges; this thesis applies to all possible divisions of spectrum to non-overlapping

bands. In the absence of regulatory restrictions, one possible such division can be

driven by ensuring that the lowest and highest frequency of each band yield a certain

intra-band dissimilarity metric that is upper-bounded by a target value. For example,

one possible metric of dissimilarity between two frequencies can be driven by their
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expected difference in link signal strength (see Eq. (2.1)):

d(f1, f2) =

∣

∣

∣

∣

1

f 2
1

−
1

f 2
2

∣

∣

∣

∣

Then, spectrum can be divided to bands [fmin
i , fmax

i ) in a manner ensuring that:

d(fmin
i , fmax

i ) = D, ∀i

For example, the target intra-band dissimilarity value D can be driven by considering

the widely-used 2.4 GHz band as a reference, i.e., D = d(fmin
2.4 , fmax

2.4 ); the reason is

that the lowest- and highest-frequency channels of this band are widely assumed by a

tremendous thread of research to exhibit negligible differences in their time-averaged

transmission range, interference range and signal strength.

2.2 Overhearing-Based Network-Coding

Network coding can forward multiple uncoded packets by transmitting a single

encoded packet that has the same payload size as each of the uncoded packets.

In overhearing-based network coding, an encoded packet is decoded by nodes that

have overheard uncoded transmissions of all jointly-encoded packets except for one

that is destined to them.

Example scheme: For instance, COPE belongs in the class of overhearing-based

network-coding [2]. In COPE, nodes broadcast notifications of a packet’s overhearing.

Moreover, nodes defer packet forwarding for a certain amount of time, during which

they await for other packets that can be jointly encoded. As nodes know which
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packets have been overheard by their neighbors, they may encode multiple packets

into a single transmission, which is decoded by the intended receivers using their

overheard packets.



Chapter 3

Mobile Access of Diverse-Band Wireless Networks

3.1 Introduction

Mobile access of diverse-band networks introduces two key challenges. First, mo-

bile clients must assess and select both APs and channels in a timely and efficient

manner. Moreover, in diverse-band networks, the number of association options, i.e.,

AP-channel pairs, is significantly higher than in single-band networks. Second, these

association options may result in significant differences in client performance. For

example, links operating in lower frequencies may offer higher link signal strength

and lesser handoff rate (due to reduced attenuation and increased coverage). How-

ever, such links are also subject to increased interference due to greater transmission

ranges. Thus, mobile clients must account for multiple conflicting factors in selecting

the association option that best meets their individual performance objectives.

Related work can be classified into three categories: (i) Fixed band prioritization is

widely employed by mobile clients to select between independent networks operating

in dissimilar bands (e.g., smart-phone preference of WLAN to 3G; see also [4]). How-

ever, diverse-band access must also account for the signal strength of client-AP links

and the usage of each channel, which vary over space, frequency and time. (ii) Dy-

namic evaluation of association options can be enabled via scanning. In single-band

networks, scanning has been employed for scenarios spanning WLAN [5] to vehic-
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ular WiFi [6]. Unfortunately, in diverse-band networks, scanning either sacrifices

airtime that increases with the number of bands or, when additional radios are em-

ployed for scanning, increases the power consumption of the energy-constrained mo-

bile clients. (iii) Historical measurements have been used to aid both mobile access

of single-band networks [7] and non-mobile access of multi-band networks [8]. Un-

fortunately, applying these methods to mobile access in diverse-band networks would

require measurement availability for all frequencies and locations of visit.

In this chapter, I present the following three contributions. First, I propose the

first scheme designed for evaluation and selection of association options by mobile

clients of diverse-band networks. My scheme is a client-side access solution that

considers individualized throughput and delay performance objectives. In contrast

to prior work, my scheme enables clients to dynamically prioritize their association

options without exclusively employing scanning or historical data to evaluate these op-

tions.

The key technique in my scheme is a method for mobile clients to infer link signal

strength and spectral usage at their current location without having taken a current

measurement there. Clients first employ limited-rate scanning to measure spectral us-

age and links’ signal strength in as few as two different bands at limited locations.

Then, my scheme infers the signal strength of links and spectral usage for the re-

maining spectrum and space. To estimate link signal strength in alternate bands and
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locations than those measured, I introduce cross-spectral and cross-spatial inference

methods that couple the limited measurements with coarse-grained propagation mod-

els. To estimate the usage of a channel, my scheme exploits any spatial and temporal

correlation of a channel’s usage and calculates a weighted average of its measured

usage at locations of prior visits. Each weight is proportional to the distance to these

locations as well as to an estimate of the interference range in the respective band.

Finally, the inferred metrics are coupled with estimates for the handoff rate under

each association option to drive the calculation of throughput and delay predictions.

Second, I deploy a diverse-band testbed in order to evaluate my scheme via ex-

periments and measurement-driven emulations. This testbed provides access to the

700 MHz, 900 MHz, 2.4 and 5 GHz bands, which span a spectral range of 5.085 GHz.

To the best of my knowledge, this range is the widest to be spanned to date by a

single operational access network.

Third, I evaluate my scheme via experiments and emulations enabled by the em-

ployment of this testbed in outdoor and indoor experiments, under vehicular and

pedestrian speeds respectively. My evaluation yields the following findings: First, for

cross-spectral inference, I find that my coupling of propagation models with limited

measurements is more tolerant to the fading-induced deviation of measured signal

strength when measurements are taken in the most separated bands. Second, for

cross-spatial inference, I find that signal-strength measurements from only two lo-
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cations of prior visits suffice to predict link signal-strength with sufficient accuracy

for my scheme’s selection objectives. Next, I evaluate inference of spectral usage

for vehicles and pedestrians in networks providing Internet access to a residential

neighborhood and to a university campus, respectively. I find that, despite the lim-

ited availability of measurements, my method can predict the actual usage of the

spectrum with an average error ranging within 10-25% of the highest usage value. I

show that despite the imperfect inferences and selections of my scheme, it nonetheless

attains significant throughput gains exceeding 100% over scanning, by substituting

most scanning time with transmissions, in diverse-band networks with as few as 16

channels. Finally, I compare my scheme to the common, near-zero-overhead practice

of fixed band prioritization and find throughput gains of 125% including overhead

when 11-Mbps traffic is injected at the most preferred band of fixed prioritization,

and 25% under no injected traffic if this band is not the lowest-frequency band.

The rest of this chapter is structured as follows. Sec. 4.2 and Sec. 3.3 describe the

scope of my scheme and the diverse-band testbed, respectively. In Sec. 3.4, I present

my designed scheme, which I evaluate in Sec. 4.5. Finally, Sec. 4.6 summarizes this

chapter.

3.2 Scope of Mobile-Access Design

Due to the energy limitations of mobile clients, I consider that multi-radio mobile

nodes transmit packets via a single radio at a time, to conserve energy and increase
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their lifetime. The number of APs’ radios may be either equal to or lesser than the

number of channels employed by the diverse-band network. In the first case, an AP

always operates in any given channel; in the second case, clients and APs can exchange

data in a given channel by first coordinating via a mechanism establishing, e.g., a

dedicated control or rendez-vous channel.

Moreover, my design assumes that clients estimate their location via, e.g., the

prevailing GPS devices [17] or spectral fingerprinting [18].∗ In addition, it assumes

that mobile clients have access to the AP locations obtained from existing AP-logging

databases (see e.g., [20]) or announced by APs via their beacons (in the case of

network-assisted solutions).

3.3 Experimental Platform

This section describes the diverse-band network that I deploy and utilize to eval-

uate my design via experiments and emulations. The testbed provides access to four

spectral bands: the 700 MHz band,† and the ISM bands of 900 MHz, 2.4 and 5 GHz.

These bands span a spectral range of 5.085 GHz. To the best of my knowledge, this

range is the widest to be spanned to date by a single operational access network.

To evaluate my scheme, I deploy a two-AP network accessed by a mobile and a

static node. The mobile node is either moving in a car at vehicular velocity or is

∗The energy consumption of GPS devices is approximatively five times lesser that that of
wireless radios [19].

†The 700 MHz band is allocated for public-safety services.
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placed on a cart while moving at pedestrian speeds, depending on the experiment.

The other client is stationary and serves the purpose of injecting traffic into the

network. APs are placed approximately 15 meters above the ground at two different

balconies of Duncan Hall, at Rice University in Houston, TX. In the testbed, nodes

are equipped with multiple single-band radios, one for each of the four bands to which

access is provided. Fig. 3.1 illustrates a diverse-band node, used for both APs and

clients. Finally, the client nodes employ low-gain, 5 dBi antennas for all bands, while

Figure 3.1 A 4-radio diverse-band node

APs employ 9 dBi antennas to provide a wider coverage.

Testbed specifications: The platform is x86-based, using Gentoo Linux ver-
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sion 2.6.34. Nodes are equipped with Atheros chipset mini-PCI interfaces from

the Ubiquiti Networks XtremeRange series. These are the XR7, XR9, XR2 and

XR5 radios, which operate in 760-780 MHz, 902-927 MHz, 2.401-2.483 GHz and

5.160-5.845 GHz, respectively. The XR2, XR7 and XR9 interfaces use a 802.11g MAC,

while XR5 follows the 802.11a standard. The interfaces function with the ath5k open-

source driver.

3.4 Mobile-Access Design

In this section, I present the first scheme designed for evaluation and selection of

association options by mobile clients of diverse-band networks.

3.4.1 Design Overview

In my design, mobile clients make association and handoff decisions by predicting

throughput and delay for each association option. To predict these two metrics, I

propose a methodology for mobile clients of diverse-band networks to estimate link

signal-strength and spectral usage. Specifically, mobile clients employ a limited-rate

scanning process via which they measure link signal strength in as few as two chan-

nels from two different bands. Via this process, clients also sparsely estimate across

space each channel’s usage, i.e., the fraction of time that other nodes use this chan-

nel. Using the limited measurements collected in other bands and at other locations,

a client infers link signal strength and spectral usage at its current location for its
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available bands, despite the lack of a direct measurement. The key technique to infer

link signal strength is to estimate the cross-spectral correlation of signal strength at

each location and the cross-spatial correlation for each band by coupling the sporadic

measurements with propagation models. The key technique to infer spectral usage

is to exploit the spatial and temporal correlation in the usage of each channel and

account for the fact that the spatial correlation increases with decreasing frequency.

Finally, my inference-based methodology is coupled with the estimation of a met-

ric expressing how frequencies of dissimilar propagation characteristics may affect

the client’s delay performance. Thus, mobile clients dynamically prioritize APs and

multi-band spectrum without exclusively employing scanning or historical values of

signal strength and spectral usage. Fig. 3.2 diagrammatically illustrates the discussed

overview of my design.

3.4.2 Inferring Link Signal-Strength

In this subsection, I present the two methods that clients employ for cross-spectral

and cross-spatial inference of link signal strength, my considered channel quality

metric. Mobile clients employ the cross-spectral inference method at a location where

they measure the signal-strength of a link in two different-band channels and infer

signal strength values for the remaining channels. Otherwise, clients employ the cross-

spatial inference method to infer the signal strength of a link in a given band, using

signal-strength measurements in the same band from previous locations.
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Figure 3.2 Diagrammatic Overview of Proposed Design

Both methods address the inference of the time-average signal-strength of a link

at a given location and frequency and do not capture location-dependent and time-

varying effects on signal propagation such as shadowing and multipath fading. Nev-

ertheless, my solution is environment-agnostic and practical, as it does not require a

detailed description of the propagation environment, such as terrain maps (see e.g.,

[21]). At the same time, my employment of measurements can enable more accurate

inference than alternatives employing neither information describing the propagation

environment nor measurements.
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Cross-Spectral Inference

Prior measurements and propagation models indicate that signal strength (de-

noted by P ) is inversely proportional to an α-power of frequency f :

P ∝
1

fα
, (3.1)

a relationship that has been verified for frequencies ranging from 450 MHz to 100 GHz,

in both indoor and outdoor environments [12, 13, 14].

A frequency-exponent value of α = 2 is widely employed for various environments

(see, e.g., [12, 13, 14]), while Riback et al. suggest a frequency-dependent selection

of α, with α ∈ {2, 2.3, 3} [22]. While an infinite number of functions P (f) can satisfy

the relationship specified by Eq. (3.1) for a given α, only one function Pl(f) represents

how signal propagates in each frequency over a link l as a result of the location and

composition of obstacles. Specifically, signal strength decreases with frequency more

rapidly as obstruction increases. Unfortunately, clients do not necessarily foreknow

how signal strength depends on frequency for every link and every location, and pre-

cise modeling of these relationships requires an extensive collection of measurements.

I propose that clients infer the signal strength in a given frequency and location

by using their limited, same-location signal-strength measurements in different bands

to characterize individual link models of inverse signal-strength proportionality to an

α-power of frequency. To characterize the individual link models, I interpolate for
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each link l the signal strength (fi, Pl,i) measured across the spectrum with a function

of the form P (f) = m
fα + b. This interpolation yields characteristic values of ml

and bl for each link l. Consequently, clients can infer the signal strength of link l in

frequencies that are not scanned, using the function: P̂l(f) =
ml

fα + bl. To enable a

low-complexity, analytical solution, I transform the problem to its equivalent linear

least squares form by conducting the following variable transformation: z = 1
fα .

Thus, clients can analytically interpolate the signal strength measurements with the

function P (z) = mz + b [23]. The cross-spectral inference method is summarized as

follows:

Cross-spectral Signal-strength Inference:

• Consider an input of N signal-strength measurements for the client-AP link l:

(fi, Pi), i = 1 : N,

collected in at least two different carrier frequencies (N ≥ 2).

• Consider the transformed variable z = 1
fα , and the respective measurements:

(zi, Pi), i = 1 : N

• Apply the linear least squares method by conducting linear fitting to the points

(fi, Pi) with the function:

P̂l = ml × z + bl,
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where:

ml =
N

∑N

i ziPi −
∑N

i zi
∑N

i Pi

N
∑N

i z2i − (
∑N

i zi)2

bl =

∑N

i Pi −ml

∑N

i zi
N

• Infer the signal strength of link l in unscanned frequencies fk:

fk 6= fi ∀i = 1 : N,

using the following model for link l:

P̂l(fk) =
ml

fα
k

+ bl

Cross-Spatial Inference

Prior measurements and propagation models indicate that signal strength decays

logarithmically with the distance d from the transmitter node [12]:

PdBm(d) = PdBm(d0)− 10γ log10

(

d

d0

)

+ σ (3.2)

In Eq. (3.2), PdBm(d0) is the received signal strength at a reference distance from

the transmitter d0; σ is a zero-mean Gaussian random variable that represents shad-

owing, i.e., the deviation in PdBm between similar propagation scenarios; finally, γ is

the path loss exponent, a parameter representative of the propagation conditions in

an environment. This exponent is dependent on frequency and on the location and
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composition of obstacles [12]. Unfortunately, mobile clients do not necessarily fore-

know the path loss exponents γf and the extent of shadowing in every frequency f

and at every location, and precise estimation of these parameters requires extensive

measurement collection.

I propose that mobile clients infer signal strength by utilizing the limited signal-

strength measurements from previous locations to estimate path loss exponents for

each band, and hence to apply the log-distance propagation model. To do so, clients

also utilize their location information and estimates of the AP locations. To estimate

the path loss exponents, clients interpolate for each band b the points (dl,i, P
b
l,i), where

P b
l,i is the measured signal strength in band b and at a distance dl,i from AP l. The

chosen interpolating function expresses the logarithmic decay of signal strength with

distance: P (d) = β−γ10 log10(d). I reduce the problem to linear least-squares fitting

via the following variable transformation: z = −10 log10 d. The interpolation results

to analytically approximated γb and βb for each band b [23]. Consequently, clients

can infer the signal strength at a distance d from the l’th AP, in band b, using the

following function: P̂ b
l (d) = βb − 10γb log10(d). The cross-spatial inference method is

summarized as follows:

Cross-spatial Signal-strength Inference:

• Consider the signal-strengths Pij that are measured in band b, for AP j, at N

locations of prior visit gi, i = 1 : N , all within distance D from the current
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location gcur: d(gcur, gi) ≤ D, ∀i.

• Consider the locationGj of the j’th AP. I denote the Euclidean distance between

each location gi and Gj by dij.

• Consider the transformation z = −10 log10 d

• Mobile clients estimate the path loss exponent γb,j for band b and AP j for the

neighborhood within distance D from the current location:

Apply the linear least squares method by conducting linear fitting to the points:

(zij , Pij) = (−10 log10 dij, Pij), i = 1 : N,

with the function:

P (z) = γb,j × z + βb,j,

where:

γb,j =
N

∑N

i zijPij −
∑N

i zij
∑N

i Pij

N
∑N

i z2ij − (
∑N

i zij)2

βb,j =

∑N

i Pij − γb,j
∑N

i zij
N

• Infer the signal-strength of the link to AP j at location gi using the approxi-

mated log-distance propagation model:

P̂ (dij) = βb,j − 10× γb,j × log10 (dij)

• Repeat the method for all bands and all APs.
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3.4.3 Inferring Spectral Usage

Here, I propose a method for mobile clients to infer, at a given location, each

channel’s usage, i.e., the fraction of time that the client perceives the channel as used

by other nodes.

Exploiting cross-spatial and -temporal correlation: Mymethod exploits the

correlation in sensing a signal at neighboring locations and the temporal correlation

in the usage of a channel. Towards this end, clients infer spectral usage from a limited

number of usage estimates that they collect at locations of prior visit. Specifically,

the usage of a channel (centered at frequency f) is inferred at current location gc as

a weighted average of that channel’s measured usage at locations gi:

ûf(gc) =

∑N

i=1 uf(gi) ∗ wf(gi, gc)
∑N

i=1wf(gi, gc)
(3.3)

Usage estimates are denoted by u ∈ [0, 1], with greater u values denoting higher

usage.

In Eq. (3.3), individual weights are assigned to each usage estimate, as differ-

ent pairs of locations exhibit dissimilar spatial correlation in the usage of a channel.

For instance, the probability that two locations share a common interferer decreases

with the distance of the locations. In addition, this probability decreases with fre-

quency, as the interference range also decreases. A weight assignment that captures
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the abovementioned relationships is the following:

wf(gi, gc) = max {Ib − d(gc, gi), 0}, (3.4)

where d(gi, gj) is the Euclidean distance between two locations gi, gj; Ib is an estimate

for the interference range in band b and its estimation follows.

Estimating Interference Range: Multiple factors affect the interference range

of a client. In diverse-band networks, selecting a lower-frequency band can yield a

dramatic increase in interference range. Of course, the interference range also depends

on the location of the interferer and the client, as distinct propagation conditions are

determined by the obstruction inbetween each pair of locations. Finally, the inter-

ference range may also vary over time, as a result of channel fading. Unfortunately,

clients do not necessarily know the location of their interferers in each band or their

interference range at each location, time and frequency.

I propose that mobile clients of diverse-band networks approximate a single inter-

ference range for each band by employing the cross-spatial method for channel-quality

inference (see Sec 3.4.2). Specifically, clients utilize signal-strength measurements to

infer the signal-strength of client-AP links at different locations. Thus, clients can

estimate the maximum distance Ibj from AP j at which signals are received at inter-

fering power levels, in band b:

Ibj = max
d

{

P̂bj(d) > Pint

}
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I denote by Īb the average range of AP-generated interference Ibj, averaged over all

APs. In my scheme, clients consider Īb as the estimate of their interference range in

band b.

3.4.4 Limited-Rate Scanning

Clients employ limited-rate scanning to sparsely measure the highly variable met-

rics of link signal-strength and available airtime across spectrum and space. Nonethe-

less, these coarse-grained samples suffice to enable, via my methods, inference of these

two metrics for a wide spectral and spatial range.

Link signal strength: Clients periodically measure link signal strength by prob-

ing every πcq seconds. At each probing action, clients select two bands to probe any

single channel of each selected band. Probing two bands minimizes the scanning re-

quired to enable my cross-spectral inference of signal strength. Moreover, different

pairs of bands are selected over time to provide measurements for the cross-spatial in-

ference of signal strength for all bands. By receiving probe responses, clients measure

the signal strength P f
l (gi) for their links to each AP l at locations gi and frequency f .

Spectral usage: Additionally, clients passively estimate spectral usage via pe-

riodical sniffing. Every πu seconds, clients sniff a single channel; each sniffing action

lasts tsnif s., and channels are selected sequentially. As a result, clients calculate

usage estimates uf ∈ [0, 1] for the channel centered at frequency f , where uf equals

the fraction of the sniffing duration that clients sense the channel as used by other
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nodes.

3.4.5 Selection of Association Options

Mobile clients may individually prioritize throughput versus delay performance,

as they may dissimilarly tolerate packet delay, which includes handoff, transmission

and contention delay. Denote δ as the delay sensitivity of a client, δ ∈ [0, 1], such

that delay tolerance decreases with δ. Given the inferred and measured metrics of

link signal strength and spectral usage, clients estimate throughput and delay metrics

for their numerous association options at each location, to select the one that best

meets their performance objectives.

Throughput Metric: For association with AP k in a channel centered at fre-

quency f , throughput is predicted via estimates for the attainable link rate and the

available airtime of that channel:

Tk,f(gt) = Ri (Wi, Pk,f(gt))× [1− uf(gt)] , (3.5)

In Eq. (3.5), Wi is the channel width of the band i that includes frequency f . Ri is the

attainable rate under interference-free conditions and under a given, arbitrarily-chosen

noise value; the dependence of Ri on SNR and channel width, can be empirically

estimated. Finally, Pk,f(gt) and uf(gt) are the inferred or measured metrics of channel

quality and usage for location gt, respectively.

Delay Metric: Delay under each association option is estimated via a metric
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incorporating determinant factors of delay performance in diverse–band networks.

Denote Dk,f ∈ [0, 1] as the delay metric for the client’s association to AP k in fre-

quency f .

First, the metric incorporates the delay incurred by the selection of an association

option; selecting a different band for the currently associated AP incurs a significantly

shorter delay than handing off to a different AP. Specifically, the channel switching

delay is orders of magnitude lesser than handoff delay (e.g., 80 µs vs. 25-800 ms;

values reported in [24, 5, 6]). The key reason for this difference is that handoffs

in widely employed MAC schemes such as 802.11a/b/g typically require association

handshakes.

Moreover, the delay metric penalizes association options increasingly with fre-

quency, as the handoff rate increases with decreasing coverage. Finally, the delay

metric employs inferred or measured metrics of signal strength and spectral usage to

estimate the transmission and access delay (e.g., contention delay) under each asso-

ciation option. The complete presentation of the delay metric is given in Sec. A.3.

Selection of Association Options: The throughput and delay metrics are

weighted according to the client’s delay sensitivity to yield a joint metric that drives

the selection of association options and expresses the relevance of each option to the

client’s performance objectives:

jk,f(t) = Tk,f(gt)× [1− δ ×Dk,f(gt)] , (3.6)
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Finally, clients use a hysteresis threshold η to refrain from invoking handoffs to

candidate associations (k, f) with marginally higher joint metrics jk,f than that of

their current association (APcur, fcur). Hence, clients select a different association

(k, f), when:

jk,f > jAPcur,fcur + η

The selection is followed by a handoff to another AP when k 6= APcur and by a

frequency switch when k = APcur and f 6= fcur.

3.5 Design Evaluation

In this section, I evaluate my proposed scheme using the deployment described

in Sec. 3.3. I study its individual components as well as their joint interaction.

Thus, I assess the accuracy of the methods inferring signal strength and spectral

usage, and I compare my scheme with alternatives for mobile access, such as scanning

and fixed-band prioritization.

3.5.1 Inferring Signal Strength

To assess the accuracy of the cross-spectral and cross-spatial methods, I design

the following experiment. First, I deploy a single-AP diverse-band network, in which

a mobile client collects signal-strength measurements of its link to the AP; the client

collects a single measurement at each of multiple locations and for each of the four

bands of the testbed. Next, I provide only a subset of the collected measurements as
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an input to the two inference methods. Then, the methods infer signal-strength values

for the frequencies and locations that are not included in the subset. These inferred

values are compared with the respective signal-strength measurements. Specifically, I

place the single AP on a third-floor balcony of Duncan Hall, in Rice University. The

mobile client collects measurements at channels centered at 773 MHz, 912 MHz, 2.447

GHz and 5.2 GHz. This experiment is conducted twice, once outdoors with a car as

a mobile client, and once indoors with the client placed on a cart. In both cases, the

selected measurement locations yield client-AP links that cover a wide range of factors

affecting signal propagation such as distance and intermediate obstruction. Fig. 3.3

depicts the deployment and the selected locations. I collect all outdoor measurements

in the same day and all indoor in the next day; successive measurements are taken

at least 15 minutes apart.

Cross-Spectral Inference

In my proposed scheme, clients probe two channels belonging to different bands

during each scanning action (see Sec. 3.4.4). Here, I assess how accurately clients

can infer signal strength for the remaining, non-scanned bands and how this accuracy

can increase under appropriate selection of the probed channels. Thus, the input of

the inference method consists of two same-location signal-strength measurements, col-

lected in two of the four channels considered in the experiment; for the same location,

the inferred signal strength values for the remaining two channels are compared with
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Figure 3.3 Measurement Locations

the respective measurements. I repeat the experiment for each location and for every

possible combination of input selection, i.e., for every choice of two channels out of

the four in which measurements are collected. To distinguish between different input

scenarios, I associate each combination with a measure of dissimilarity between the

propagation characteristics of the two chosen channels’ center frequencies f1, f2. This

measure is driven by models suggesting the inverse proportionality of signal strength

to an α-power of frequency (Eq. 3.1), and it is given by | 1
fα
1

− 1
fα
2

|.

I calculate the difference between the dBm values of actual and inferred signal

strength as well as the absolute value of the difference. Fig. 3.4 depicts the average
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such absolute value, averaged over all instances of inference, as a function of the dis-

similarity of the two probed channels’ center frequencies. The results shown in Fig. 3.4

are obtained for α = 2 (see Eq. (3.1)). Fig. 3.4 indicates that the accuracy of the

interpolation-based inference method increases with the degree of dissimilarity of the

two probed frequencies. Specifically, I show in Appendix A.1 that the method infers

the time-average signal-strength of a link with an error that increases with
∆2 −∆1

1
fα
2

− 1
fα
1

,

where ∆i is the difference between a signal-strength measurement and its time-average

value for frequency fi. Thus, the tolerance of my method to fading-induced devia-
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tion of the signal-strength measurements from their average value increases with the

measure of dissimilarity for the two probed channels’ center frequencies.

Finally, Fig. 3.4 illustrates that under an appropriate selection of the probed

channels, my method can infer signal-strength in other bands within 7 dBm of the

actual value. To add perspective to this difference, I empirically compare the link

rates attainable under two signal-strength values that differ by 7 dBm (see Sec. A.2). I

find that the difference of the rates is upper bounded by 17% of the highest attainable

rate; moreover, the compared rates are equal under half of the possible values for two

signal-strength values differing by 7 dBm. While a substantial error, I will show that

it nonetheless enables satisfactory selection of association options without sacrificing

additional airtime in scanning (see Sec. 3.5.3). Finding: Using only two signal-

strength measurements in two different bands and an appropriate selection of probed

channels, clients can infer same-location signal strength in other bands within 7 dBm

of the actual dBm value.

Cross-Spatial Inference

Clients can infer the signal strength of a link in a given band and location using

same-band signal-strength measurements from other locations (Sec. 3.4.2). Here,

I assess the error of this inference as a function of the number of signal-strength

measurements and the robustness of my method to inaccurate knowledge of the AP

locations. Towards this end, I first consider all possible subsets of the N locations
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depicted in Fig. 3.3; their size is denoted by Nin ∈ [2, N − 1]. For each band,

the inference method employs the single signal-strength measurement at each of the

Nin locations, estimates a distinct path loss exponent for the band and infers signal

strength at the remaining N −Nin locations. The inferred values are compared with

the respective signal-strength measurements, which are not employed by the method.

I apply this methodology separately for the two different environment scenarios, i.e.,

indoor and outdoor. Moreover, I repeat the experiment under different values of ǫ, a

parameter representing the difference between the assumed and the actual length of

the client-AP link.

I calculate the difference between the dBm values of actual and inferred signal

strength, and the absolute value of this difference. Fig. 3.5 depicts the average such

value in inferring signal strength at the N−Nin locations as a function of the number

of signal-strength measurements Nin. The figure depicts results from cross-spatial

inferences in one band (900 MHz), while I observe similar trends and findings for

all other bands. As Fig. 3.5 indicates, two signal-strength measurements at different

locations enable inference of signal strength within 0− 6 dBm of the value inferred

via signal-strength measurements in N − 1 locations. To add perspective to the

experiment, I measure the standard deviation of the error for all possible inferences

under two given signal-strength measurements. While the average inference error

remains at the same levels with Fig. 3.5, the observed standard deviation is at the
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Figure 3.5 Impact of Measurement Availability on Inference of Signal Strength

order of 25 dBm, significantly higher than the one measured under higher number of

measurements, which typically ranges around 10 dBm.

Moreover, my method’s accuracy increases with link length (longer links in the

outdoor case) as signal strength decreases logarithmically with distance; thus, for a

given ǫ, the difference P (d+ ǫ)−P (d) decreases with d. Findings: Inference of signal

strength with two measurements is on average marginally less accurate than inference

with the highest number of measurements.
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3.5.2 Inferring Spectral Usage

To assess my design’s accuracy in inferring spectral usage, I design the following

experiment. A node traverses the coverage area of a network providing access to real

users at channel c. Using kismet, the node continuously sniffs this single channel c. I

discretize time in seconds; with each second ti, I associate a single location gi chosen

among the possibly many visited during ti. For each of the second-long time-intervals

ti, I calculate the fraction of time uf(gi) that the frequency f of channel c is sniffed as

busy, i.e., the fraction that kismet reports packet transmissions in c. Then, I consider

a subset of the entire sniffing process, a subset representing periodic sniffing instances,

which last tsnif s. and repeat every πut s. These sniffing instances comprise the input

of my inference method (Sec. 3.4.3), which yields usage inferences ûf(gi) for f , at

each location gi. I compare the inferred usage ûf(gi) with the actual uf(gi), for each

i. I generalize my single-frequency assessment for the case of a diverse-band network

with N channels, considering a sniffing pattern where a client sniffs a different channel

every πut seconds and the same channel every N × πut seconds.

Networks with real users: To evaluate my inference method, I conduct exper-

iments in operational networks used daily by multiple users. I consider two networks

that provide access to two different bands: (i) The TFA network, an operational,

urban mesh network consisting of approximately 20 APs and providing access to

channel 11 of the 2.4 GHz band. During the experiments, clients maintain vehicular
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speeds while sniffing this channel, to traverse the network coverage along a 4.1 km

route within 800 s. (ii) A university network providing indoor access to the 2.4 and

5 GHz bands in Duncan Hall, Rice University. I conduct the experiment once for each

band, sniffing channel 6 in the 2.4 GHz band and channel 48 in the 5 GHz band. In

these two experiments, the client traverses the network coverage at pedestrian speeds

along a 200 m route, within 260 s. All experiments are conducted during hours that

actual users access the networks.
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Figure 3.6 Impact of Sniffing Rate on Usage Inference (tsnif = 100 ms)

For each of the three velocity/band scenarios, I calculate the inference error
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ǫ(gi) = |ûf(gi) − uf(gi)| at each location gi. Moreover, I calculate the average

inference error ǭ, averaged over all locations gi, as a fraction of the maximum us-

age umax = max{uf(gi)} that is measured during each experiment. Fig. 3.6 de-

picts this normalized metric of average error, as a function of the sniffing period,

for tsnif = 100 ms. Under realistic traffic patterns, the usage of a frequency is

strongly correlated across space and time. Thus, despite the existing variations in

the usage of a frequency, the average inference error ǭ of my method ranges within

10-25% of the maximum measured usage, even under a very infrequent sniffing pe-

riod, e.g. π = 40 sec. I consider that the usage of N channels can be inferred with

such an accuracy by periodically and sequentially sniffing the channels every π
N

s

(the diverse-band testbed can operate in up to 40 channels). Finding: Under realistic

traffic patterns, mobile clients can infer spectral usage along their trajectory with an

average error of 10-25% of the maximum measured value, when their sniffing period

ranges from 1 to 40 sec.

3.5.3 Comparison against Mobile-Access Alternatives

Here, I compare my design with two alternatives for mobile access: (i) exclusive

employment of scanning, and (ii) fixed-band prioritization. Association based on

scanning alone can result in more accurate estimates of signal strength and spec-

tral usage than my inference-based methodology, which is subject to inference errors.

However, this accuracy comes at the cost of sacrificing airtime that increases with the
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number of scanned frequencies. Alternatively, clients can omit scanning and employ

static band prioritizations, similarly to today’s common practice for selecting between

different networks operating in diverse bands. However, such an approach is oblivious

to the underlying usage and signal strength of each band at any given location.

Towards these two comparisons, I design the following experiment. I place two APs

at different locations of the university campus, and a mobile client experimentally

measures its throughput performance via a UDP iperf session. Specifically, I repeat

the measurements along the same trajectory for each possible selection of AP and

spectral band (eight combinations for two APs and four bands). Moreover, I repeat

the experiment under different usage values for each band; I control band usage by

conducting the experiment at hours that no actual users access the medium and by

injecting controlled traffic via another, static client. In all scenarios, the client can

passively measure signal strength from its associated AP via the exchanged data

packets. Finally, I repeat the experiment for different durations of periodic inactivity,

i.e., pausing of the iperf session; such idle intervals represent the airtime sacrificed to

estimate signal strength and usage in other channels.

As my platform is limited to only 2 APs and 2 clients, I utilize the collected mea-

surements to emulate client performance under each mobile-access scheme in larger-

network scenarios. For my emulation, I consider a linear trajectory and a placement

of 10 APs. APs are placed along a linear trajectory, their relative position to a certain
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segment of the trajectory is representative of the experiment for measuring through-

put performance. Moreover, the AP placement enables multiple scenarios of coverage

overlapping. In my emulation model, many different association options exist in each

location of the trajectory; my experiments have measured the signal strength of each

option and the offered throughput under many scenarios of spectral usage and scan-

ning frequency. My emulation model assigns to each location the AP-band pair chosen

by each mobile-access scheme and associates the respective empirical throughput.

Comparison against Scanning

As my design has errors in inferring signal strength and spectral usage, I perturb

the actual measured and controlled values of these metrics according to the infer-

ence errors quantified in Sec. 3.5.1 and Sec. 3.5.2. In contrast, the scanning-only

alternative is provided with the actual (error-free) measurements of signal strength

and usage values. Both schemes select their own association options at each location

according to Eq. (3.6), for δ = 0. Then, my scheme’s throughput at each location is

given by the one measured under the selected association during periodic inactivity

for tsnif + 2 × tprob sec., as my scheme periodically sniffs one and probes two chan-

nels. Moreover, scanning’s throughput is given by the one measured during periodic

inactivity of N × tprob, where N is the number of channels in the network.

Fig. 3.7 depicts the throughput gain of my scheme as a function of the number

of channels, for tprob = 25 ms, tsnif = 100 ms and a scanning period of 1 second.
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Figure 3.7 Comparison against Scanning

To add perspective, it also depicts an analytically calculated gain for different values

of tprob. I find that the airtime sacrificed by scanning overwhelms its advantage

against my scheme, i.e., the more accurate evaluation of association options, when

the network operates in more channels than single-band networks (e.g., 11). In multi-

band networks, my scheme’s gain can reach up to 140% for 40 channels; specifically,

it increases linearly with the number of channels, as so does the airtime consumed

by scanning while the accuracy of my inference methods remains the same. Finding:

Throughput gains over exclusive employment of scanning can reach 100% in networks
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with as few as 16 channels.

Comparison against Fixed-Band Prioritization

I consider three versions of fixed-band prioritization: selection of the highest-

frequency band (among those available), selection of the lowest-frequency band, and

highest preference of the 2.4 GHz band with arbitrary preference order for the remain-

ing bands. When multiple APs provide coverage at the same location and in the most

preferred available band, I consider that these three policies select the AP offering

the highest signal strength. I consider the 10-AP network scenario for many different

cases of spectral usage, which is controlled in my experimental methodology. I assign

the empirical throughput performance to my scheme as described; moreover, I assign

to each fixed-band prioritization policy the respective throughput values, measured

under no periods of inactivity (i.e., no scanning cost).

Fig. 3.8 depicts the throughput gain of my scheme over each of the fixed-prioritization

policies. The x-axis represents the difference between the rate of injected traffic in the

highest-preference band Rpref and the rate for all remaining bands Rrest. Finding:

Despite scanning, my scheme can yield significantly higher throughput performance

than fixed-band prioritization when the usage of the statically preferred band is equal

or higher than that of the remaining bands. The reason is that my scheme incorporates

estimates of spectral usage and signal strength in the selection of association options,

despite those estimates being imperfect, and also deteriorates scanning. Specifically,
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the gain due to the incorporation of spectral-usage estimates increases linearly with

the additional traffic rate in the statically preferred band; for an additional rate of 11

Mbps, the gain can reach up to 120%. Under identical band usage, my scheme incurs

gain due to the incorporation of channel-quality estimates; such a gain increases with

the frequency of the most prioritized band and can reach up to 25%.

3.6 Summary

In this chapter, I present the first scheme designed for evaluation and selection of

association options by mobile clients of diverse-band networks. The key technique is to
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estimate link signal strength and spectral usage via coupling infrequent measurements

and inference methods. I evaluate my scheme via experiments and emulations enabled

by a diverse-band network that I deploy. My evaluation reveals that clients infer signal

strength and spectral usage with sufficient accuracy for their selection objectives;

it also reveals that my scheme can yield significant throughput gains over scanning

and fixed-band prioritization.



Chapter 4

Band Selection in Network-Coded

Diverse-Band Wireless Networks

4.1 Introduction

Employment of overhearing-based network coding in diverse-band networks chal-

lenges band selections, as these must account for conflicting factors affecting through-

put. Specifically, network-coding gains strongly depend on the number of overhearing

nodes, which number generally decreases with frequency, as so does the transmission

range. On the other hand, spatial reuse and bandwidth generally increase with fre-

quency. For example, UHF channels are 6 MHz wide, while channel widths in the 2.4

and 5 GHz bands span 20, 22 or 40 MHz.

Unfortunately, no prior work addresses band selection in diverse-band networks

employing overhearing-based network coding. Moreover, applying existing alterna-

tives in such networks does not necessarily yield the highest throughput. These alter-

natives can be classified to: (i) Spectrum access in diverse-spectrum networks that do

not employ network coding (e.g., [8], [9]). Such spectrum-access methods are oblivi-

ous to network-coding gains. (ii) Network coding in single-band networks (e.g., [2],

[3], [10]). Unfortunately, such schemes do not address spectrum access in general and

band selection in particular. A straw-man proposal is to transmit all uncoded packets

at the lowest-frequency band, in an effort to enable the highest number of overhear-
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ing nodes and the highest coding gains; however, such an approach under-utilizes

bandwidth.

In this chapter, I present and evaluate the first band-selection schemes designed for

diverse-band networks employing overhearing-based network coding. Towards this end,

I present the following three contributions.

First, I devise a centralized band-selection scheme that maximizes end-to-end flow

throughputs in scheduled-access diverse-band networks employing overhearing-based

network coding. My key technique is two-fold. I first introduce the notion of a

coding pattern for diverse-band networks. Such patterns express coding opportunities

enabled by overhearing and specify the bands and flows of packets arriving at an

encoding node, as well as the band of the encoded packet. Moreover, I formulate a

novel optimization problem that employs all feasible coding patterns to analytically

associate band selections with network-coding gains. End-to-end flow throughputs

are maximized by solving this optimization problem, which drives band selections

not only by network-coding gains but also by channel width and spatial reuse.

Second, I devise a more practical band-selection scheme that is distributed and

applicable to both scheduled- and random-access diverse-band networks. Its key tech-

nique is for nodes to drive band selections by channel widths and coding-gain predic-

tions ; predictions are motivated by the fact that packet encodement is not guaranteed

under lack of direct coordination between nodes forwarding packets at an encoder. To
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enable such predictions, one-hop neighbors exchange control information reactively

to topological changes; specifically, they exchange their per-band lists of neighbors,

which can overhear their packets, as well as the coding patterns that they can enable

as encoders.

Third, I compare my band-selection schemes with two benchmarks: (i) coding-

oblivious band selection, and (ii) lowest-frequency band selection for maximization of

coding gains. My evaluation employs simulations driving their physical-layer repre-

sentation by measurements collected in different bands using the diverse-band testbed

described in Sec. 3.3. My evaluation reveals the following key findings:

• The coding gains of the lowest-frequency benchmark do not compensate for its

spectral underutilization. Specifically, both my centralized and distributed schemes

yield multi-fold throughput gains over this benchmark, due to their exploitation of

multi-band spectrum.

• On average, 95% of the coding opportunities in arbitrary topologies enable

joint encodement of only two packets. In such topologies, the throughput gains of

my schemes over their coding-oblivious counterparts are dominantly limited by the

coding gains of two-packet encodement, which reduces the number of data packet

transmissions by 25%.

• In arbitrary topologies, the average throughput gains of my centralized, scheduled-

access scheme over coding-oblivious band selection can reach 10%. The throughput
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gains of my distributed scheme over coding-oblivious band selection can reach 20%

in random-access diverse-band networks. These gains are due to my scheme’s more

frequent transmission of uncoded packets in bands enabling coding opportunities.

• Finally, I quantify the throughput gains of my distributed scheme as a function

of factors inducing topological changes and thus its injected overhead. I find that

my scheme’s throughput gains are negligibly reduced by both fading and pedestrian

mobility (e.g., node speeds lesser than 4 m/s).

The rest of this chapter is structured as follows. Sec. 4.2 describes the scope of

the proposed schemes. In Sec. 4.3 and Sec. 4.4, I introduce the centralized and dis-

tributed band-selection schemes respectively. Their evaluation is presented in Sec. 4.5,

and Sec. 4.6 summarizes this chapter.

4.2 Scope of Band Selection Schemes

This chapter applies to multi-hop diverse-band networks that employ overhearing-

based network coding. Background information on both diverse-band networks and

overhearing-based network coding is provided in Chapter 2. Moreover, the proposed

schemes apply to multi-radio diverse-band networks employing at least one radio

for each of the available bands. Each radio is tuned to a prespecified channel and

overhears packets in this channel. For simplicity, the rest of this chapter is focused

on the case of a single radio and channel per band; of course, the proposed band
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selection schemes can also be employed by diverse-band networks exploiting multiple

channels in each band via additional radios.

4.3 Centralized Band Selection: Throughput-Maximizing De-
sign

In this section, I present a centralized band-selection scheme that can maximize

end-to-end flow throughputs in scheduled-access diverse-band networks employing

overhearing-based network coding. My key technique is two-fold. I first introduce the

notion of a coding pattern for diverse-band networks. Such patterns express coding op-

portunities enabled by overhearing and specify the bands and flows of packets arriving

at an encoding node, as well as the band of their encodement. Moreover, I formulate

a novel optimization problem that employs all feasible coding patterns to analytically

associate band selections with network-coding gains. End-to-end flow throughputs

are maximized by solving this optimization problem, which drives band selections

not only by network-coding gains but also by channel width and spatial reuse.

In the rest of this section, I first introduce some necessary notations. Then, I intro-

duce constraints characterizing attainable flow rates as a function of network-coding

gains, channel width and spatial reuse, among other factors. This characterization

plays a key for the formulation of an optimization problem maximizing end-to-end

flow throughputs in network-coded diverse-band networks.
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4.3.1 Network Representation and Notations

My centralized scheme solves a distinct optimization problem for each instance of

the network topology and traffic patterns, i.e., flow sources and destinations. In or-

der to introduce this problem for a given such instance, I first provide here necessary

notations and a network representation. The central controller can recurrently solve

different such problems to address node mobility and time-variance of traffic patterns.

I represent the diverse-band network by a graph G = (V,E); V and E denote

the set of nodes and links respectively. A distinct link between two nodes is included

in the edge-set E for each band in which they can exchange packets; thus, G is a

multi-graph, i.e., multiple edges can connect any two nodes [25]. I denote the link

between nodes i and j in band b by lbi,j . In addition, Ob
i denotes the set of nodes that

can overhear the transmissions of node i in band b.

Traffic is transmitted along N flows; each flow k is specified by the pair of its

source and destination (sk, dk). I denote the transmission rate of source sk by rk.

Flow traffic is forwarded to its destination via multiple wireless hops; I assume that

the network employs a routing protocol associating a next-hop node nb
i,d with the

forwarding of packets from node i to destination d via band b.
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4.3.2 Problem Constraints

To drive band selections that maximize end-to-end flow throughput, it is first in-

strumental to characterize each link’s attainable rate of forwarding encoded packets.

In diverse-band networks, a node can encode packets received in different bands, from

different nodes, belonging to different flows; moreover, each band conditions a distinct

number of overhearing nodes and thus distinct opportunities for packet encoding. I

introduce the notion of a diverse-band coding pattern to identify feasible coding sce-

narios, capture each band’s distinct coding potential and characterize the attainable

rate of encoded-traffic in each link and band.

Diverse-Band Coding Pattern: To introduce this notion, I first denote a

packet’s forwarding parameters by a quadruplet (t, r, b, d) expressing that a packet

destined to node d is transmitted from node t to node r in band b. The terms t(p), r(p)

and d(p) denote the transmitter, receiver and destination node of the quadruplet p,

respectively; while b(p) denotes p’s band.

Then, a coding pattern c is a pair of two sets of packet-forwarding parameters;

one set describes packet transmissions directed to an encoding node and the other

describes an encoded broadcast emanating from such a node:

c = {Pin, Pout}

Coding-pattern feasibility: A coding pattern c is feasible if its two forwarding-
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parameter sets Pin, Pout satisfy the following feasibility conditions. First, the sets

must specify a common encoder, i.e., all receivers in Pin have to be identical to all

transmitters in Pout:

∀pi ∈ Pin, po ∈ Pout : r(pi) = t(po)

Of course, as the encoder broadcasts packets via a single transmission, all packet

forwarding parameters in Pout are required to specify the same band:

∃ B : b(p) = B, ∀p ∈ Pout

Moreover, all receivers of encoded packets have to lie within the transmission range

of the encoding node, which has to lie within the range of nodes transmitting packets

to it:

∀p ∈ Pin ∪ Pout : r(p) ∈ O
b(p)
t(p)

More important, a pattern c is feasible only if the nodes receiving encoded packets

overhear all nodes transmitting packets to the encoder except for one, unique node:

∃! p1 ∈ Pin : r(p2) /∈ O
b(p1)
t(p1)

∧ r(p3) ∈ O
b(p1)
t(p1)

∀p2, p3 ∈ Pout

Finally, a coding pattern must preserve all flows:

∑

p∈Pin

1{d(p)=k} =
∑

p∈Pout

1{d(p)=k} ∀k : dk ∈ V

I denote the set of all feasible coding patterns by C.
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Link rates after coding: I employ the introduced notion of a coding pattern

to analyze the attainable rates of encoded traffic in diverse-band networks employ-

ing overhearing-based network coding. To do so, I first denote the amount of data

broadcasted per unit of time via coding pattern c by xc. Then, the encoded traffic

of link lbi,j equals the sum of the traffic broadcasted by all patterns encoding packets

over that link:

ebi,j(k) =
∑

c∈C

xc1{(i, j, b, k) ∈ Pout(c)}
(4.1)

Moreover, the amount of data forwarded over a link equals the sum of the data

forwarded via unicast, uncoded transmissions and via encoded transmissions:

f b
i,j(k) = ub

i,j(k) + ebi,j(k) (4.2)

Flow feasibility: Flows of encoded and uncoded traffic are feasible only if they

satisfy the following three conditions. First, coding patterns can be realized only if

enough packets arrive at a node for encoding:

∑

c:(i,j,b,k)∈Pin(c)

xc ≤ ub
i,j(k) ∀(i, j, b, k) (4.3)

Next, all nodes have to preserve all flows, except of course for the source and

destination of a flow:

∑

j

∑

b

f b
i,j(k)−

∑

j

∑

b

f b
j,i(k) =







































rk if i = sk,

0 if i ∈ V − {sk, dk}

−rk if i = dk.
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Finally, the capacity of the wireless medium upper bounds the traffic of interfering

links. Thus, sufficient conditions for the schedulability of wireless traffic have been

proposed in single-band networks; such proposals employ the maximal cliques of the

network’s contention graph. I extend this methodology for the case of diverse-band

networks employing network coding.

Specifically, consider G’s contention graph Gc = (Vc, Ec), which is constructed by

representing each link l in E with a vertex vg in Gc; moreover, a link connects two

vertices in Gc if the respective wireless links are interfering. At the same time, a clique

is a fully-connected node subset; moreover, a clique is maximal when its union with

any other node yields a node-set that is not a clique [25]. Let γ denote the contention

graph’s clique capacity, i.e., the highest fraction of time that the links comprising

a clique can be active so that their traffic is schedulable. It has been shown that

γ equals 1 when the the contention graph is perfect, i.e., it does not contain any

cycles of odd length [25]; otherwise γ equals 2
3
[26].

In diverse-band networks, transmitting a given amount of data can require a dis-

similar airtime for each band, as bands can have distinct channel widths. At the same

time, transmitting a given amount of data over multiple links via a single, encoded

broadcast requires a different airtime than via multiple, uncoded unicasts. These dif-

ferentiating characteristics of network-coded diverse-band networks are incorporated
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in my formulation of the following schedulability constraints:

∑

lb
i,j

∈Cj

∑

k u
b
i,j(k)

R(sbi,j,Wb)
+

∑

c∈Cj

xc

R(sc,Wb)
< γ ∀Cj (4.4)

In Eq. (4.4), c ∈ Cj denotes that coding pattern c encodes packets over links belonging

to clique Cj and Wb is the channel width in band b. Moreover, sbi,j denotes the SNR

of link (i, j) in band b and sc denotes the minimum SNR among the outgoing links

of pattern c. Finally, R is a function mapping SNR and channel width to link data

rate.

4.3.3 Problem and Solution

My analysis of flow rates as a function of the coding-patterns’ occurrence rate,

the per-band link-rates and channel widths allows band selections that enable flow-rate

maximization. Specifically, I formulate a novel linear-programming problem, the so-

lution of which determines per-band link rates ebi,j and ub
i,j by jointly accounting for

the dissimilar, among bands, potential for coding, channel width and spatial reuse:
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max
x,u,r

∑

rk (4.5a)

subject to

∑

j

∑

b

f b
i,j(k)−

∑

j

∑

b

f b
j,i(k) =







































rk if i = sk,

0 if i ∈ V − {sk, dk}

−rk if i = dk.

(4.5b)

f b
i,j(k) = ub

i,j(k) + ebi,j(k), (4.5c)

ebi,j(k) =
∑

c∈C

xc1{(i, j, b, k) ∈ Pout(c)}
, (4.5d)

∑

c∈:(i,j,b,k)∈Pin(c)

xc ≤ ub
i,j(k) ∀(i, j, b, k) (4.5e)

∑

(lbi,j)∈Cj

∑

k u
b
i,j(k)

R(sbi,j,Wb)
+

∑

c∈Cj

xc

R(sc,Wb)
< γ ∀Cj (4.5f)

Solution: My linear-programming formulation allows the solution of the prob-

lem via algorithms of polynomial worst-case or average-case complexity, such as the

ellipsoid and simplex algorithms respectively [27].

Extensions for Fairness: The linear-programming complexity can be main-

tained while addressing a wider class of fairness notions. Specifically, a minimum

fraction α of any two flow rates ri, rj can be guaranteed by extending the optimiza-
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tion problem with the following constraint:

ri ≥ αrj ∀i, j (4.6)

4.4 Distributed Band Selection: Design for Practicality

Unfortunately, centralized control and the requirement for synchronization reduce

practicality. I therefore present, in this section, the first distributed scheme designed

for band selection in network-coded diverse-band networks, which scheme can operate

on top of asynchronous MAC schemes, such as CSMA. Therefore, it is more amenable

to practical implementations than the one presented in Sec. 4.3.

Two key challenges are introduced by distributed band selection in network-coded

diverse-band networks. First, nodes do not necessarily foreknow crucial information

such as the topology in each band, the traffic patterns and thus the feasible coding

patterns. Second, conflicting factors challenge band-selection: lower-frequency bands

generally enable a greater number of overhearing nodes; however bandwidth and

spatial reuse generally increase with frequency.

4.4.1 Overview of Distributed Design

The key technique of my distributed scheme is for nodes to predict coding-gains

enabled by transmissions in a given band; predictions are motivated by the fact

that nodes may not be able to directly coordinate with nodes participating in a

coding pattern and thus guarantee packet encodement. To address the challenge of
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incomplete topological view and enable such predictions, one-hop neighbors exchange

their per-band list of neighbors, which can overhear their packets, as well as the coding

patterns in which they serve as encoders. This control information is exchanged

reactively to topological changes. To address the challenge of driving spectrum-

access decisions under conflicting factors, my scheme employs a novel metric for each

candidate band and packet destination, which metric estimates the overall throughput

to this destination enabled by a given band selection. To do so, this metric jointly

incorporates not only the coding-gain predictions but also channel width; moreover,

the metric can be extended to also account for the dissimilar usage of different bands.

4.4.2 Detailed Design

Underlying Routing: I assume that the network employs a routing scheme

associating a next-hop node nb
i,d with packets transmitted from node i in band b and

destined to node d. A typical example of routing on a next-hop basis are the Distance-

Vector routing protocols. Moreover, I assume that the routing protocol periodically

probes or broadcasts packets to either calculate routing metrics or determine the state

of a link between two nodes (see, e.g., AODV, ETX). As a result, nodes can maintain

a list of their neighbors in each band.

Reactive Coordination: My proposed scheme reactively transmits control pack-

ets conveying connectivity information every time a neighbor list is modified. This

functionality enables nodes to estimate the coding opportunities associated with uni-
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cast transmissions in any given band.

- Broadcast of Neighbor Lists: Every time the routing scheme reports a modifica-

tion of a node’s neighbor list in a certain band, the node broadcasts its new neighbor

list via the radio corresponding to the band. In addition to the neighbor lists, nodes

also forward a signal-strength or SNR metric for the link to each neighbor.

- Broadcast of Feasible Coding Patterns: As a result of the neighbor list broadcasts,

each node is provided with an estimate of its neighbors’ connectivity in each band.

Using this information, each node computes the feasible coding patterns for which

it can serve as an encoder. The signal-strength/SNR metrics are used for inferring

whether neighbors overhear a packet when a node forwards it to the encoder at the

highest possible transmission rate. Then, nodes broadcast their list of feasible coding

patterns every time this list varies, as a result of nodes’ broadcasts of their neighbor

lists. Thus, neighbors of potential encoders are informed about which coding patterns

can be eventually enabled by their forwarding of unicast traffic in a given band. The

coding-pattern list is broadcasted in the lowest-frequency band, in an effort to enable

the list’s reception by the highest number of nodes.

- Adaptivity to Traffic-Pattern Variations: In addition to reacting to topological

changes, my proposed scheme also transmits control packets when a node concludes

that either all or only a subset of the nodes included in a coding pattern participate

in its realization. Potential encoders conclude that a node does not participate in
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the realization of a coding pattern when they have not received any packets from the

node while at least N1 packets have been received from the other required nodes; N1

is a design parameter. In this case, the other nodes are notified by the encoder via

unicast transmissions that the corresponding coding pattern is not feasible. If the non-

participating nodes begin to forward packets to the potential encoder (at least N2

packets; N2 also is a design parameter), then the encoder concludes that they begin

to participate to the realization of the coding pattern. In this case, the encoder

broadcasts its list of feasible coding pattern including the one that was considered as

infeasible up to that time, in order to notify the originally participating nodes about

the pattern’s realizability.

Band Selections: My band selections are driven by a metric rbi,d estimating the

forwarding rate from node i to d that is enabled by selection of band b (which corre-

sponds to next-hop node nb
i,d). This metric incorporates the abovementioned conflict-

ing factors and its calculation employs: (i) estimates for coding-induced throughput

gains cbi,d associated with selection of band b, (ii) estimates of attainable link rate

R(Wb, n
b
i,d) for uncoded, unicast transmissions to the next-hop node nb

i,d, (iii) a fac-

tor hb
i,d incorporating hop-count information associated with selection of band b:

b⋆(t) = argmax{cbi,d(t)× R
(

Wb, s
b
i,d(t)

)

× hb
i,d(t)} (4.7)

- Coding-induced Throughput Gain: To estimate the coding-induced throughput

gain in flow throughput, nodes first employ the feasible coding patterns broadcasted
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by their neighbors. Then, they calculate the average coding gain c̃ for those patterns

enabled by selection of band b (note that coding gain denotes the ratio of the number

of packets transmitted with coding to the number transmitted under no coding). If

a unicast transmission in band b does not belong to any feasible coding pattern, then

the estimated coding gain equals 1 (i.e., no throughput gain).

Coding gains equal coding-induced throughput gains under an optimal MAC;

however, throughput gains have been shown to significantly outweigh coding gains

in random-access MAC schemes [2]. For instance, throughput gains can reach 70%

and 400% in random-access mesh and ad-hoc networks respectively. The estimated

coding-induced throughput gain is driven by a mapping of the estimated coding-

gains, which range in [1, 2], to throughput gains ranging in [1, α], where α is a design

parameter specific to the network architecture:

cbi,d = (c̃− 1)× (α− 1) + 1

- Attainable Link-rate: The computation of the attainable link-rate estimates

R(Wb, n
b
i,d) employs the channel-width Wb and SNR corresponding to the next-hop

node nb
i,d in band b. SNR metrics can be measured via the routing scheme’s broad-

casts/probes. Then, the estimate of the attainable link-rate is given by a function

R(�) of channel width and SNR. Such functions can be empirically specified.

- Hop-count factor: As transmission range generally decreases with frequency, the

number of hops required for a packet to reach its destination can increase with fre-
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quency. The hop-count factor can penalize higher frequency bands by reducing their

forwarding-rate metric (Eq. (4.7)). To do so, nodes order their next-hop nodes nb
i,d

by examining bands in increasing-frequency order and appending the corresponding

next-hop node in the ordering, if it is not added so far. Then, the hop-count factor

for a band is given by the inverse of its next-hop node’s index in the ordering.

- Extension for Spectral-Usage Incorporation: For the case of routing protocols em-

ploying probing, spectral-usage information can be incorporated in spectrum-access

decisions without any additional overhead. Specifically, a node i can obtain multiple

measurements of the probing-delay dbi(k) in band b, and calculate its average probing

delay d̄bi during the last K sec., where K is a design parameter. Then, nodes can

compare the usage of different bands by computing per-band usage metrics ub
i ∈ [0, 1]

using the following formula:

ub
i =

d̄bi −mink{d
b
i(k)}

maxk{dbi(k)} −mink{dbi(k)}

The ub
i factor can be appended to the joint metric given in Eq. (4.7) by multiplication.

Encoding Decisions: When nodes receive an uncoded packet, they decide

whether they should forward it via an uncoded, unicast transmission or pursue its

forwarding via its encodement with other packets. Towards this end, the potential

encoder first examines whether its list of feasible coding patterns contains a pattern

comprising the unicast transmission of the incoming packet. If such a pattern exists,

then the potential encoder delays its forwarding for a certain amount of time, awaiting
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for other packets that can participate in the encodement (this packet-delaying practice

is adopted from single-band network-coding schemes, e.g., COPE delays packets for

0.5 sec [2]). If such packets arrive, then they are encoded and broadcasted in the band

specified by the feasible coding pattern. If they do not arrive within the forwarding

delay, then the queued packet is forwarded via a unicast, uncoded transmission in the

band chosen by Eq. (4.7).

Decoding: In order to decode encoded broadcasts, nodes first store all their

overheard packets, similarly to single-band network-coding [2]. In contrast to such

single-band schemes, I do not instruct nodes to acknowledge their packet overhearing

via broadcasts, as nodes infer whether a pattern is feasible via their exchange of

control information. When this shared information is outdated (e.g., due to channel

fading) an encoded broadcast may not be successfully decoded by all nodes. In this

case, the encoder does not receive acknowledgements from all nodes and transmits

the corresponding uncoded packets via unicast transmissions.

4.5 Evaluation

In this section, I compare my proposed centralized and distributed designs against

two benchmark categories: (i) band selection that is oblivious to network-coding

gains, and (ii) lowest-frequency band selection for maximization of network-coding

gains.
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4.5.1 Evaluation of Centralized Design

Centralized benchmarks

The centralized version of the benchmark schemes can be given by variants of my

optimization problem given in Eq. (4.5a)-(4.5f).

Coding-Oblivious Band Selection: The first benchmark drives band selections

that are oblivious to potential network coding gains; however, it may utilize the bands

of higher bandwidth more frequently than my scheme. Such a scheme can be enabled

by the solution to a variant of my optimization problem that excludes variables and

constraints related to encoded traffic and coding patterns (see Eq. (4.8a)-(4.8d)):

max
f ,r

∑

rk (4.8a)

subject to:

∑

j

∑

b

f b
i,j(k)−

∑

j

∑

b

f b
j,i(k) =







































rk if i = sk,

0 if i ∈ V − {sk, dk}

−rk if i = dk.

(4.8b)

∑

(lbi,j)∈Cj

∑

k f
b
i,j(k)

R(sbi,j,Wb)
< γ ∀Cj (4.8c)

ri ≥ αrj ∀i, j (4.8d)

Lowest-Frequency Band Selection: The second benchmark transmits packets
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at the lowest available frequency in order to increase the number of nodes overhearing

a transmission, in an effort to maximize the network-coding gains. However, such a

scheme does not exploit frequencies of higher spatial reuse and bandwidth. This

benchmark can be realized by solving the variant of my optimization problem given

in Eq. (4.9a)-(4.9g). In this variant, L denotes the lowest available frequency:

max
x,u,r

∑

rk (4.9a)

subject to

∑

j

fL
i,j(k)−

∑

j

fL
j,i(k) =







































rk if i = sk,

0 if i ∈ V − {sk, dk}

−rk if i = dk.

(4.9b)

fL
i,j(k) = uL

i,j(k) + eLi,j(k), (4.9c)

eLi,j(k) =
∑

c∈C

xc1{(i, j, L, k) ∈ Pout(c)}
, (4.9d)

∑

c∈:(i,j,L,k)∈Pin(c)

xc ≤ uL
i,j(k) ∀(i, j, k) (4.9e)

∑

(lLi,j) ∈ Cj

∑

k u
L
i,j(k)

R(sLi,j,WL)
+

∑

c∈Cj

xc

R(sc,WL)
< γ ∀Cj (4.9f)

ri ≥ αrj ∀i, j (4.9g)
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Evaluation Methodology

To compare my centralized scheme with the benchmarks, I numerically solve mul-

tiple optimization problems spanning a wide range of factors determining the relative

performance of the schemes. Specifically, I consider different values for the network

size and number of flows, the number of bands, the dissimilarity of their propagation

characteristics, and their channel widths.

For each scenario, I repeat the random placement of a given number of nodes

until I obtain a connected topology. Links between nodes are determined using the

log-distance path-loss model, which is parameterized by measurement-driven path-

loss exponents γ(b) for each band b. Finally, I solve all linear-programming problems

using lp solve [28].

Comparison

My solution’s throughput gains over the benchmarks first depend on the spectrum

availability, i.e., the number of available bands and their channel width. Second, my

solution’s gains also depend on the network’s ability to forward packets via coding.

Determinant factors for the total number of encoded packets are the network size

and the number of flows, as the number of feasible coding patterns increases with the

network size, while the availability of packets for encoding increases with the number

of flows.
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To establish that my centralized design advances the state of the art, it is instru-

mental to demonstrate considerable throughput gains for a wide range of the factors

determining the relative scheme performance. Moreover, it is also instrumental to

show that such a range represents realistic scenarios of diverse-band network deploy-

ments. My evaluation methodology individually quantifies the impact of each factor

on the relative scheme performance. In all individual studies, the scientific unknowns

are the throughput gain values and the range of factors enabling such values.

Network Size: First, I consider multiple network sizes ranging from 5 to 20

nodes. For each network size, I randomly generate 5 connected topologies traversed

by 10 also randomly selected multi-hop flows. I consider three available bands in

my comparison against coding-oblivious band selection: the 512 MHz, 2.4 GHz and

5 GHz bands. However, I consider only two bands (the first two) in my comparison

against the lowest-frequency selection, to conduct a more fair comparison.

Fig. 4.1 depicts the throughput gain of my scheme over the two benchmarks, av-

eraged over the topologies considered for each network size. Moreover, it also depicts

horizontal lines representing theoretical estimates for the maximum and minimum

gain of my scheme under joint encodement of only two packets. The reason for my

consideration of two-packet encoding is that I found that only two packets can be

jointly encoded in more than 95% of all possible coding instances, in all generated

topologies.
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Figure 4.1 Throughput gains vs. network size

As Fig. 4.1 illustrates, I empirically find that a ten-node topology suffices

to achieve the highest average flow-throughput gain over coding-oblivious

band selection, which gain is at the order of 10-15%. For such network sizes,

the gain over lowest-frequency band selection is at the order of 75%. Moreover, my

comparison of the individual flow throughput shows that per-flow throughput can

be increased up to 25% and 100%, as compared to coding-oblivious and

lowest-frequency band selection, respectively.

Number of Flows: Next, I gradually vary the number of randomly selected
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multi-hop flows in different 20-node topologies; specifically, for each flow number

I randomly generate five different such topologies. Moreover, I consider the same

frequency bands as in the previous example.
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Figure 4.2 Throughput gains vs. number of flows

Fig. 4.2 depicts the throughput gain of my scheme over the two benchmarks av-

eraged over the five different topologies. As Fig. 4.1 illustrates, I empirically find

that ten flows suffice to achieve the highest average flow-throughput gain

over coding-oblivious band selection. The average and per-flow throughput gain

values over both benchmarks are similar to the comparison under varying network size.
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Channel-Width Dissimilarity: Finally, I only consider dual-band networks op-

erating in 512 MHz and 2.4 GHz, in order to to facilitate the illustration of my next

study. Then, I vary the factor by which the channel of the higher-frequency band is

wider than its lower-frequency counterpart. For each factor value, I consider again

five 20-node topologies and randomly select 10 multi-hop flows for each topology.
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Figure 4.3 Gain vs. Channel-Width Dissimilarity

Fig. 4.3 depicts the average throughput gain of my scheme over coding-oblivious,

averaged over the five topologies generated for each channel-width scenario. The

graph shows that the throughput gain decreases with the channel-width ratio. The
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reason is that coding patterns using the lower-frequency band are employed less fre-

quently by centralized, perfect scheduling and spectrum access, as the channel-width

ratio increases. Still, my scheme can enable gains of the order of 15% in realistic

scenarios. For example, the 900 MHz band can operate in 20 MHz channels, which

is the channel width in 2.4 and 5 GHz bands; in addition, more than four 5-MHz

white-space channels are available for channel bonding in non-urban areas of the

USA.

4.5.2 Evaluation of Distributed Design

Distributed Benchmarks

Coding-Oblivious Band Selection: I consider multiple variants of band-selection

schemes that do not incorporate coding gains in their decisions. One variant selects

the band yielding the highest link-rate estimates:

b⋆(t) = argmax{R
(

Wb, s
b
i,d(t)

)

}

Such a scheme may exploit higher-frequency bands of significantly higher bandwidth,

however in this case it does not exploit the superior propagation characteristics of

lower-frequency bands and their eventually greater number of overhearing nodes.

Another alternative is given by a variant of my distributed scheme that does not

incorporate coding-gain estimates in its spectrum-access decisions:

b⋆(t) = argmax{R
(

Wb, s
b
i,d(t)× hb

i,d

)

}
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Such a scheme may prioritize lower-frequency bands more than the previous bench-

mark, however the prioritization is oblivious to coding opportunities.

Finally, I also consider variants of the two aforementioned benchmarks, which

variants either do or do not employ network coding. Those that do not employ coding

do not incur the associated overhead, however they can not yield coding gains.

Lowest-Frequency Band Selection: The second category of my considered

benchmarks attempts to maximize the network coding gains by enforcing uncoded

packet transmissions at the lowest available frequency, in an effort to yield the highest

number of overhearing nodes. Such a scheme may yield higher coding gains at the

expense of sacrificing bandwidth, spectral and spatial reuse.

I note that the aforementioned benchmarks employing network coding are con-

sidered to incur the same overhead with my scheme (i.e., broadcast of neighbor lists)

except for the broadcast of feasible coding patterns, which is only employed for coding-

gain estimation.

Evaluation Methodology

To compare my distributed schemes with the benchmarks, I conduct simulations

utilizing measurements that characterize path-loss exponents and attainable link rate

in four different bands. The measurement collection is described in Sec. 3.5.1. In

addition, transmission rates are selected based on a measurement-driven mapping

between SNR and attainable link rate in a given band and channel width. This
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mapping is driven by the experiments described in Appendix A.2.

In my simulation model, medium access in each band follows a basic CSMA/CA

functionality. Specifically, the following operations and effects are implemented: car-

rier sensing, RTS/CTS exchange, acknowledgment of data packets, collisions and

binary exponential backoff.

Moreover, nodes periodically broadcast packets so that their neighbors assess the

state of their links. Then, the simulation model provides routes driven by shortest-

path routing. Finally, the simulation model also enables Rayleigh channel fading.

Comparison

The relative performance of my distributed scheme with respect to the coding-

oblivious benchmarks first depends on the bandwidth of bands enabling lesser cod-

ing. Another determinant factor is the amount of overhead injected by my scheme

for tracking coding opportunities. As far as the relative performance of my scheme

with respect to the lowest-frequency benchmark is concerned, it depends on whether

gains from spectral-reuse overwhelm gains from coding. Thus, I compare my scheme

with the benchmarks under a wide range of values for determinant factors such as

the bandwidth dissimilarity among bands, as well as fading and node mobility, which

affect the overhead injection rate. I specifically address the identification of scenarios

enabling my scheme’s superior performance with respect to the benchmarks, the as-

sessment of whether these scenarios are representative of in-practice throughput gains,
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and the gain quantification.

Channel Width: To do so, I first consider a dual-band network to simplify the

illustration; this network operates in the 700 MHz and 2.4 GHz bands. Then, I vary

the ratio of the channel width in the higher-frequency band to the one in the lower-

frequency band. For each ratio value, I randomly generate 15 connected topologies of

20 nodes and also 10 multi-hop flows. The size of data packets is set to 1024 bytes.
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Figure 4.4 Throughput gains vs. Channel-Width Ratio

Fig. 4.4 depicts the gain of my distributed scheme over the benchmarks for different

values for the channel-width ratio. Moreover, it depicts two vertical dashed lines
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representing today’s typical values for such a ratio (22/6 and 40/6).

My scheme and the benchmarks generally select the lowest frequency band when

the two channel widths are equal; therefore, the difference in their throughput per-

formance is negligible in this case. As the channel-width ratio increases, the un-

derutilization of the lowest-frequency benchmark also increases; the reason is that

no transmissions are scheduled in the higher-frequency band, while coding-gains do

not compensate for the spectrum underutilization. On the other hand, the coding-

oblivious benchmarks increasingly select bands that do not enable coding opportuni-

ties as the ratio increases. Additional bandwidth compensates for unexploited coding

opportunities, thus my gain over the coding-oblivious benchmarks is a concave func-

tion of the channel-width ratio.

Also, I note that coding-gains (ratio of packets without coding to packets under

coding) are observed to take values in {1, 1,33, 1.5}; however, 95% of the forwarding

cases do not enable coding of more than two packets and limit coding gains to {1,

1.33}. The average value of coding gains approximatively ranges in 1.1-1.15. While

such coding opportunities result to throughput-induced coding gains of approxima-

tively 25% under an optimal MAC, Fig. 4.4 shows that the throughput gains are of

the same order for the case of a distributed random-access MAC. The reason is that

when nodes gain airtime in a distributed, imperfect manner, coding relieves the net-

work bottlenecks, which are the encoders forwarding multiple packets, and therefore
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reduces the packet accumulation at encoders [2]. Finding: For typical channel-

width values in distributed, CSMA networks, band selection driven by

coding-gain estimates yields throughput gains of up to 30% and 200%

over coding-oblivious and lowest-frequency band selection respectively.

Moreover, I study the performance of my scheme under factors affecting its over-

head injection rate, such as topological changes due to mobility and channel fading.

I note that mobile nodes are generally expected not to be utilizing all of their radios

concurrently due to their energy limitations and thus not to be able to overhear all

possible packets. I nevertheless do address mobility in this evaluation, due to its cru-

ciality to topological modifications and also in order to cover eventual future advances

in energy efficiency.

Mobility: I randomly place 20 static nodes, select 10 multi-hop flows and consider

different node-velocity values; their destination locations are randomly chosen period-

ically. I simulate channel fading according to a Rayleigh-fading model exhibiting high

standard-deviation, equal to 20 dB. Moreover, the channel coherence time is given by

an inverse function of user velocity and a band’s frequency (I used Tc =
103

u×fc
). The

simulations are conducted for a dual-band network operating in the 700 MHz and

2.4 GHz bands (their channel-width ratio is given by: WH

WL
= 22

6
).

Fig. 4.5 depicts how node velocity affects the average throughput gain of my

scheme over coding-oblivious band selection that does not employ network coding,
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Figure 4.5 Throughput gains vs. Node velocity

and thus does not incur the associated overhead. As the figure indicates, topolog-

ical changes incurred by pedestrian speeds (e.g. u ≤ 4 m/s) result to an

overhead amount that negligibly reduces the throughput gains attained

by my scheme in a static network. Unfortunately, higher speeds induce such

a rate of topological changes that the resulting overhead eventually overwhelms the

coding gains.

Channel Fading: Next, I study the performance of my scheme under factors

affecting its overhead injection rate in networks with static nodes; such a factor
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is channel fading due to mobility of surrounding objects. Thus, I repeat a random

placement of 20 static nodes and selection of 10 multi-hop flows for different standard-

deviation values for Rayleigh fading. My simulations are conducted for a dual-band

network operating in the 700 MHz and 2.4 GHz bands (their channel-width ratio is

given by: WH

WL
= 22

6
).
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Figure 4.6 Throughput gain vs. Standard Deviation of Fading

Fig. 4.6 illustrates how the standard-deviation of fading affects the throughput

gains of my scheme over coding-oblivious band selection that does not employ net-

work coding, and thus does not incur the associated overhead. Typical mean fading
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values in indoor and outdoor environments are 3 and 8 dBm respectively (accord-

ing to experiments described in 3.5.1). As the figure illustrates, an increasing rate

of fading-induced topological changes decreases the throughput gains of my scheme.

However, the gain falloff is negligible under typical values of fading’s stan-

dard deviation for both indoor and outdoor environments.

4.6 Summary

In this chapter, I identify and solve the novel problem of band selection in diverse-

band networks employing overhearing-based network coding. I present a centralized

band-selection scheme for scheduled access, which scheme maximizes end-to-end flow

throughputs. Moreover, I also present a more practical distributed scheme that can

also be applied in random-access diverse-band networks. My evaluation shows that my

schemes can attain considerable throughput gains over coding-oblivious and lowest-

frequency band selection.



Chapter 5

Related Work

In this chapter, I overview work related to this thesis.

5.1 Mobile Access of Diverse-Band Networks

Work related to mobile access of diverse-band networks can be classified into:

(i) mobile access of single-band networks, and (ii) non-mobile access of single- and

multi-band wireless networks.

5.1.1 Mobile Access

IEEE Standards: The 802.21 standard enables handoff between different net-

work technologies [29]. In addition, 802.11p is a standard for vehicular communication

in the dedicated spectral band of 5.9 GHz [30].

Overlaid Cells: In cellular networks, multiple overlaid layers of coverage are

provided by cells of different sizes that operate in the same band. In such networks,

cell selection is driven by client velocity (e.g., see [31]). At the same time, mobile

clients widely employ fixed-band prioritization to select between independent net-

works operating in dissimilar bands (e.g., smart-phone preference of W-LAN to 3G;

see also [4]).

Non-Cellular Single-Band Networks: In my prior work, vehicular clients of

multi-hop wireless networks prolong associations to better performing APs by ac-
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counting for disparities in offered AP throughput [6]. Deshpande et al. propose

the disengagement of mobile clients from scanning via the utilization of historical

signal-strength values at revisited locations [7]. In cognitive networks that operate

in channels exhibiting identical propagation characteristics, mobile secondary users

opportunistically access spectrum that is not occupied by primary users [32].

In contrast to prior work in mobile access, my proposed mobile-access scheme

dynamically prioritizes diverse spectrum, without exclusively employing historical

data or scanning.

5.1.2 Non-mobile Access

Diverse-Spectrum Networks: Shu et al. address throughput maximization

by regulating the scanning frequency of cognitive radios [33]. Moreover, prior work

addresses spectrum access in networks operating specifically in the UHF white-spaces

(see, e.g., [34]). To predict channel availability, Chen et al. employ historical mea-

surements ranging from 20 MHz to 3 GHz and identify patterns of channel usage [8],

while Tumuluru et al. employ methodologies based on neural networks and Markov

chains [35].

Single-Band Networks: Deployed urban-scale networks can be evaluated via

propagation models, terrain maps and measurements obtained within a wide range

of locations [21].

In contrast to prior work in non-mobile access, my thesis considers client mobility;
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clients are temporarily present at a given location and evaluate their association

options via cross-spatial and -spectral inference methods employing measurements

collected at other locations. In contrast to all prior work, I am the first to design a

scheme for evaluation and selection of APs and channels by mobile clients of diverse-

band networks.

5.2 Band Selection in Network-Coded Diverse-Band Net-
works

Work related to band selection in network-coded diverse-band networks can be

classified into: (i) access of diverse-spectrum networks, (ii) network coding, (iii) overhearing-

based opportunistic routing and relaying.

5.2.1 Diverse-Spectrum Access

In [9] and [34], spectrum access schemes are proposed for networks operating in

the UHF white-spaces, i.e., in channels of dissimilar widths and propagation char-

acteristics. Chen et al. predict the availability of channels ranging from 20 MHz

to 3 GHz by identifying patterns of channel usage via historical measurements [8].

Moreover, Shu et al. address throughput maximization in cognitive-radio networks

by regulating scanning frequency [33].

In contrast, in this thesis I consider diverse-spectrum networks employing overhearing-

based network coding, and I drive band selections by coding gains.
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5.2.2 Network Coding and Opportunistic Protocols

Network Coding: A seminal paper by Ahlswede et al. introduces network

coding for multicast, wired networks [36]. In single-band wireless networks, packet

overhearing can enable both digital and analog network coding (see [2] and [3] re-

spectively). Moreover, network-coding gains can increase via its joint operation with

scheduling [10] and the adaptation of packet coding to link rates [37]. For the case

of sparse, single-band access networks, Koutsonikolas et al. empirically demonstrate

that network coding may not yield considerable throughput gains [38]. In single-band

networks of cognitive radios, Wang et al. employ network coding for primary users

to free airtime for secondary users [39]. Finally, Rateless Deluge employs network

coding to update the software of sensor networks [40].

Opportunistic Routing and Relaying: Opportunistic routing protocols ex-

ploit packet overhearing to reduce the time and number of transmissions needed to

transfer a packet to its destination [41, 42]. In networks employing such opportunis-

tic routing, modrate jointly optimizes rate selection and overhearing opportunities to

increase network throughput [43]. Finally, overhearing is exploited by opportunis-

tic relaying schemes to transmit a packet to its destination over multiple diverse

paths [44] and by opportunistic retransmission protocols to resend collided packets

over links of higher channel quality [45].

In contrast to such single-band solutions, in this thesis I address selection of bands,
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which exhibit vast dissimilarities in their bandwidth, transmission range and enabled

coding opportunities. In contrast to all prior work, I am the first to address band-

selection in diverse-band networks employing overhearing-based network coding.



Chapter 6

Conclusion

In conclusion, the goal of this thesis is to enable high-throughput performance and

efficient mobile access in diverse-band wireless networks. Two key characteristics of

such networks are spectral diversity and abundance. These characteristics introduce

challenges in two novel problems that are critical for achieving the aforementioned

goal and are addressed in this thesis.

Summary of Contributions: First, I address the problem of evaluation and

selection of association options by mobile clients of diverse-band networks, and I

propose the first solution to this problem. In contrast to mobile-access alternatives,

my proposed scheme dynamically prioritizes association options without exclusively

employing scanning or historical data to evaluate these options. Specifically, my key

technique is to estimate link signal strength and spectral usage by coupling infrequent

measurements and inference methods. I evaluate my scheme via experiments and

emulations enabled by a diverse-band testbed that I deploy. My evaluation reveals

that my scheme yields significant throughput gains over scanning and fixed-band

prioritization in diverse-band networks with as few as 16 channels.

Second, I address the problem of band selection in diverse-band networks em-

ploying overhearing-based network coding, and I propose the first solutions to this
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problem. In contrast to band-selection alternatives, my proposed schemes drive band

selections by network-coding gains. I evaluate the proposed schemes via simulations

driving their physical-layer representation by measurements collected with the de-

ployed testbed. My evaluation shows that these schemes attain considerable through-

put gains over lowest-frequency and coding-oblivious band selection in diverse-band

networks of nodes moving slower than 4 m/s and under typical fading values for

indoor and outdoor environments (e.g., 2 and 5 dBm respectively).

Combination of Proposed Designs: The two proposed designs can be com-

bined and attain the aforementioned gains in multi-hop diverse-band networks with

pedestrian node velocities (e.g., lesser than 4 m/s). The two designs can still be

combined for faster-moving nodes in the case of diverse-band networks with flows

longer than 2-hops; for example, a mobile client may be accessing a static multi-hop

backbone, which employs the network coding design.

Implications: There are multiple implications from my thesis. First, it signifi-

cantly improves the throughput performance of mobile and static clients in diverse-

band networks: a broad class of network architectures exploiting diverse spectrum.

Such networks can be enabled by today’s unlicensed spectrum and also by the billion-

dollar industry of white-space networking. Moreover, the experiments and emulations

conducted in this thesis suggest that my proposed schemes can attain in-practice per-

formance gains.
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Apart from such an immediate implication, I am also provided with confidence

that this thesis will induce significant impact. The reason is that this thesis opens new

research areas, as I identify novel problems and propose first-of-their kind solutions,

while domains immediately related to this thesis, such as white-space and cognitive

networking, have already attracted tremendous commercial and research interest.

Hence, future work may further address the two key problems identified and addressed

in this thesis.

Moreover, future work can also follow more general related paths, as suggested by

additional implications from this thesis. One such implication is that spectral vastness

necessitates the substitution of scanning with inference-based methodologies. Thus,

future work on both spectrum and mobile access may address the inference of a wide

variety of crucial performance metrics, extending well beyond those considered in this

thesis. Finally, this work has also implications for both power control and routing

in diverse-band networks employing overhearing-based network coding. Specifically,

future such schemes should incorporate in their decisions the extent of packet over-

hearing and the coding opportunities that are enabled by transmissions at a given

frequency and at a given power level.



Appendix A

A.1 On the Error of Cross-Spectral Inference

Lemma 1: Consider a link l and let P1, P2 denote two signal-strength measure-

ments in frequencies f1 and f2, respectively; also consider the transformation z = 1
fα .

My cross-spectral inference method yields a link model P̂l(z) whose slope differs from

that of the time average signal strength Pl(z) by
∆2 −∆1

z2 − z1
(=

∆2 −∆1

1
fα
2

− 1
fα
1

), where ∆i is

the difference between Pi and its time-averaged value.

Proof: Consider that m, b exist to satisfy Eq. (3.1), i.e., Pl(z) = m × z + b.

My cross-spectral inference method (Sec. 3.4.2) will determine a link model P̂l =

m̂× z + b̂, where

m̂ =
P2 − P1

z2 − z1
=

Pl(z2) + ∆2 − Pl(z1)−∆1

z2 − z1
=

m× z2 + b+∆2 −m× z1 − b−∆1

z2 − z1
=

m× (z2 − z1) + ∆2 −∆1

z2 − z1
= m+

∆2 −∆1

z2 − z1
.

Thus, m̂−m =
∆2 −∆1

z2 − z1
=

∆2 −∆1

1
fα
2

− 1
fα
1

.

A.2 Comparison of Estimated and Actual Link Rates

Lemma 2: The difference between the estimated attainable link rate under actual

and inferred signal-strength values is upper bounded by 17% of the highest attainable
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link rate. Moroever, for half of the cases in the [-95, 0] dBm range, the inferred and

actual signal-strength values yield identical estimates of attainable link rate.

Proof: To compare the link rates R(si) and R(sa) attainable under the inferred

(si) and actual signal strength (sa) I design the following experiment. First, I em-

pirically estimate R(�), by measuring link rate under many values of signal strength.

I connect a sender and a receiver via a coaxial cable to enable packet transmissions un-

der interference-free conditions. To measure link rate under different signal-strength

values, I gradually increase the attenuation of the link by adding cascaded attenua-

tors to it. For each of the different attenuation scenarios, I extensively measure UDP

throughput using iperf [46]. I repeat the experiment for every available transmission

rate, and I record the highest attained link rate. I validate this empirical estimate for

all four bands in which my testbed operates by repeating the measurement of UDP

throughput in each of the bands.

Now, consider 1-dBm increments of s from -95 dBm to 0 dBm. Then, I find that

for 48% of the cases, R(s + 7) equals R(s). For the rest of the cases, R(s + 7) −

R(s) ≤ 6 Mbps. 6 Mbps is 17% of the highest attainable rate, which is 35 Mbps.

A.3 Delay metric

Here, I present the metric indicating the delay performance of a mobile client

under each association option in a diverse-band network, i.e., under each AP-channel

pair.
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In diverse-band networks, clients can defer handoffs to different APs by switching

their current-AP association to a lower frequency, which enables wider coverage. The

channel switching delay is orders of magnitude lesser than handoff delay (e.g., 80 µs

vs. 25-800 ms; values reported in [24, 5, 6]). The key reason for this difference

is that handoffs in widely employed MAC schemes such as 802.11 typically require

authentication handshakes.

In addition to the handoff duration, the delay experienced by the packets of a

client is also affected by the handoff frequency as well as the transmission and access

delay, i.e., the time to successfully transmit a packet. In diverse-band networks,

frequency affects the tendency of a client to handoff, as well as the transmission and

access delay. Specifically, as frequency increases, the number of handoffs initiated by

a client also increases, because AP coverage decreases. Moreover, the transmission

delay increases with frequency, as signal strength decreases with the latter. Finally,

access delay may decrease with frequency, as so does the interference range of the

client.

I propose a metric for each association option that incorporates the abovemen-

tioned factors affecting delay performance; this metric expresses how frequencies of

dissimilar propagation characteristics may affect the delay performance of a client.

Specifically, clients calculate at each location gi the delay-driven metric Dk,f for each
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pair of an AP k and a frequency f , which is given by:

Dk,f(gi) =
H(k, f) + th(f) + ûf(gi) + dtr(P̂k,f(gi))

4
(A.1)

In Eq. (A.1), all variables range in [0, 1], and their higher values indicate higher delay.

As a metric indicative of the access delay in frequency f and at location gi, I consider

the respective usage metric ûf(gi), which is either measured or inferred according

to the method proposed in Sec. 3.4.3. Moreover, th(f) is a measure indicating that

the tendency of a client to handoff decreases with coverage and thus increases with

frequency f :

th(f) =
f − Fmin

Fmax − Fmin

,

where Fmin, Fmax denote the minimum and maximum frequencies in the diverse-band

network, respectively. Next, H(k, f) denotes the delay incurred with the selection of

AP k and frequency f as a new association:

H(k, f) =















































0, if k = APcur, f = fcur

Dsw

Dsw +DAP

, if k = APcur, f 6= fcur

DAP

Dsw +DAP

, if k 6= APcur,

where APcur and fcur denote the AP and frequency of the current association respec-

tively, while Dsw, DAP denote values for the channel switching and handoff delay,

respectively (see Sec. 4.2). Finally, dtr(P ) is a measure expressing the transmission
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delay under signal strength P :

dtr(P ) = 1−
Ri (P )

maxP{Ri(P )}
,

where i is the band including frequency f , and P̂k,f(gi) denotes the inferred or mea-

sured signal strength of the client’s link to AP k at location gi and frequency f .
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